
2.2 EXPLORING ENERGY 
SYSTEMS 

   | CONNECT Science 

STEP 2 

Standards 
NGSS Cross Cutting Concepts 

Energy and Matter 

Energy can be transferred in various ways and between objects. 

Systems and System Models 

A system can be described in terms of its components and their interactions. 

NGSS Disciplinary Core Ideas 
PS3.A: Definitions of Energy 

Energy can be moved from place to place by moving objects or through sound, light, or electric 
currents. 

PS3.B: Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer 

Energy is present whenever there are moving objects, sound, light, or heat. 

Energy can also be transferred from place to place by electric currents, which can then be used 
locally to produce motion, sound, heat, or light. The currents may have been produced to begin 
with by transforming the energy of motion into electrical energy. 

NGSS Science and Engineering Practices 
Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 

Make observations to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence for an explanation of a 
phenomenon or test a design solution. 

Lesson Summary 
Students will be able to make observations and 
label diagrams about simple energy systems. They 
will learn that sound, heat, light, and motion are 
evidence of energy in a system. They will be able 
to explain a system by identifying the input, 
outputs, and components. Based on 
observations, they will make predictions about 
component functions and interactions in simple 
energy systems. 

(Approx. total time: 1 hour) 
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Objectives 
By the end of the lesson, students will 

Know (facts/information): 
§ Heat, sound, light, and motion are evidence of energy in a system.

§ A system is a group of related parts that make up a whole and can carry out functions its
individual parts cannot.

Understand (concepts, big ideas): 
§ Energy is present in different forms as it moves through natural and human-made

systems.

§ Systems thinking can be useful in understanding interactions in the world and designing
solutions to challenging problems.

Be able to do (skills/behaviors/scientific and engineering practices): 
§ Label a diagram of an energy system identifying the inputs, outputs, components, and

evidence of energy.

§ Explain how energy moves through a system.

Vocabulary 
§ component: a part that is needed for a system to work

§ evidence of energy: how we know energy is present (motion, heat, light, and sound)

§ input: what goes into the system to make it work

§ output: what the system makes, related to evidence of energy in the system

§ system: a group of interacting parts that work together to carry out a function they
cannot do alone

§ transfer: move from one part/place to another

Materials 
§ Teacher Materials:

¡ Lamp
¡ Radio
¡ Fan
¡ Electric Tea Kettle

§ Student Materials:

¡ Exploring Energy Systems handout
¡ Science journal or paper for written explanation of a system
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Instructional Strategies 
Link to Prior Knowledge (5 minutes) 

Review energy discussion from Lesson 2.1: What do you know about energy 
and resources? 

Yesterday we talked about our science unit. Let’s look at the board where we wrote words and 
questions about energy. Who would like to explain one of the words we decided on and how it 
relates to energy? 

Today we are going to do two things. First, we are going to look at evidence of energy. Can 
anyone explain what evidence is? 

Have students define evidence as a way of knowing something or clues to 
knowing something. 

We are also going to learn about energy systems. Energy systems are a new concept that we 
are going to explore today. Scientists are very interested in energy systems, and today we are 
going to start some work that will allow us to look at everyday happenings in a new way. We are 
going to learn how to look at energy systems like a scientist. 

Instruction (50 minutes) 

Introduce simple systems and give an example. 

Here are some everyday objects. I have a lamp, a radio, a fan, and a tea kettle. Each of these 
is a system, and we are going to talk about how energy is used in each of these systems. 

Plug in the lamp and discuss the following questions: 

Is the lamp working? How do we know it is working? What did I do to make it work? 

Recap the discussion framing it with new terms: 

Great. I plugged in the lamp to make it work so I connected it to electricity. I know it is working 
because there is light. This light tells us that there is energy in the system. We are going to call this 
evidence of energy. So, light is evidence of energy. 

Demonstrate evidence of energy with the other systems. 
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Plug in each new system and ask questions: 

What is the evidence of energy in this system? Can you name all of the different types of 
evidence we have seen today? Nice job! Energy in most systems is evident in those four ways: 
light, motion, sound, and heat. 

Unscrew the light bulb from the lamp and make sure it is unplugged. 

Now that you know some evidence of energy in the system, let’s learn how to talk about a lamp 
as an energy system. First, let’s talk about the components of the system. Components are just 
parts of the system that are needed for it to work. Can you name some components in this 
system? 

Jot down components on chart paper in a column. 

We are going to keep this simple, so we are going to use the components: light bulb, wire, plug, 
and outlet. The reason I am using these as our components is that they are absolutely necessary 
for the system to work. For example, a lamp would work without the lamp shade, but what 
would happen if I did not put the light bulb in? Right, the system would not work. Now let’s talk 
about where the system starts. What do I have to put into the system to get it to work? Yes! We 
have to put in electricity. In a system, the thing we put in is called input. 

Make a label Input on the chart paper (electricity) with the components. 

A system also has an output. I put electricity in and what do I get out? Right! Light is the output 
that I get out, and it is evidence of energy in the system. 

Make a label Output on the chart paper (light). 

What about the parts between the input and the output? Can we think about what each 
component does for the system to work? Turn to a partner and talk about what each 
component here (on chart paper) does for the system. 

Discuss functions and record them on chart paper in a column next to each 
component.  

Awesome. The outlet gives us access to electricity. The plug connects to the outlet to start the 
flow of electricity. The wire is a pathway that allows electricity to flow to the bulb, and the bulb 
turns the energy of electricity into light! In this system, energy is transferred from one component 
to another. That means that energy moves from one place to another. For example, you could 
not just set a light bulb next to the outlet and get it to turn on. In other words, energy cannot be 
transferred from the outlet to the bulb without the other components. 
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Pass out work sheets and have students label the lamp diagram. 

After you label your lamp diagram and I check it, start labeling one of the other systems 
diagrams on the work sheet. You and a partner can go to a station with one of the energy 
systems to look at it more closely. I will give you 15 minutes to label as many as you can 
correctly. 

Have students practice explaining in pairs how energy systems work. Prompt 
the use of any terms they are missing.  

Stop and recap in pairs: 

Now that you have labeled different energy systems, I want you to practice explaining how an 
energy system works to your partner. Pick one of the energy systems that you labeled. Explain 
the input, outputs, components and component functions. Then explain how energy is 
transferred in the system. Make sure to speak like a scientist. Use as many of our science words 
as you can. (You may want to list the vocabulary words on the board for reference.) The listener 
should be listening actively and noting down which science words you used and didn’t. 

Each of you should practice explaining one of the systems. Then, with your partner, write an 
explanation of one of the systems that you did not explain verbally. If you need a reminder of 
which words to use, look up at this chart. Bonus if you can explain without looking at your 
diagram! 

These terms may include: evidence of energy, transfer, components, input, and output. Ask 
questions to get the students back on track if they have trouble explaining the flow of energy in 
the system. 

Closing (5 minutes) 

Have one student share the four types of evidence of energy. Have a pair of 
students share how energy systems work with others.  

Great work today! I heard so many people speaking like scientists. Can anyone tell me the four 
types of evidence of energy we learned about today? Can I have (choose a pair) come up 
and explain one of these systems (the fan, radio, or tea kettle)? 

Assessment 
Use formative assessment appropriate for the lesson. 

Check for correct labeling of the radio, fan, and/or tea kettle diagrams. 

Listen for proper use of new words in the partner explanations of how energy systems work. 
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Planning Page 
Students will be able to make observations and label diagrams about 
simple energy systems.  

Link to Prior Knowledge (5 minutes) 

Review energy discussion from Lesson 2.1: What do you know about energy and 
resources? 

Have students define evidence as a way of knowing something or clues to 
knowing something. 

Instruction (50 minutes) 

Introduce simple systems and give an example. 

Demonstrate evidence of energy with the other systems. 

Discuss functions and record them on chart paper in a column next to each 
component. 

Pass out work sheets and have students label the lamp diagram. 
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Have students practice explaining in pairs how energy systems work. Prompt the 
use of any terms they are missing. 

Closing (5 minutes) 

Have one student share the four types of evidence of energy.  Have a pair of 
students share how energy systems work with others. 
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EXPLORING ENERGY SYSTEMS 
Lesson 2.2 STUDENT HANDOUT 

Name: ______________________________________________ 

System 1: Lamp  

System 2: Fan 

Component Function 

Component Function 

Input____________ 

Output__________

Input____________ 

Output__________
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System 3: Radio 

System 4: Tea Kettle 

    

Component Function 

Component Function 

Input____________ 

Output__________

Input____________ 

Output__________
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